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RECIPROCITY TO

CITY EDITION
Simmons and the negative by Messra,
Penrose, Cullonf, McCumber (Repub
licans) and Stone, Kern and Williams,
(Democrats.)
Several minority reports are expect
ted and as it was desired that they
should be presented with the majority
report, it was decided Ao postpone un
til Tuesday the reporting of any of
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Mr. McManus says that Stokes refused and that thereupon Miss Graham
Another Deadly Quake
fired two shots at him.
June 8. The seismo
Fottsdam,
TO
Stokes got the revolver away from
graph at the observatory here, reg
Miss Graham who then, according to
istered a catastrophic earthquake In
Mr. McManus, called on Miss Conrad
the neighborhood of the Caspian sea
to fire. Miss Conrad, Stokes' lawyer
at 1:04 o'clock this morning.
says, also fired. As the millionaire
them.
backed into the hallway three Japan
ENORMOUS WHEAT CROP
The Root amendment provides that
W. E. D. STOKES OF NEW YORK ese .servants set on him.
DORMANT CRATER IN STATE OF
Washington, June 8. A wheat crop, FINANCE COMMITTEE VOTES TO the paper and wood
pulp section oft the QUOTED AS SAYING HIS NOMINA- the like of which never has been har
Miss Graham, in a statement says
VICTIM OF A SENSATIONAL
Lin
t
JALISCO, MEXICO, EMITTING
um snail
REPORT MEASURE WITHOUT
not he In force until tha
TION IN 1912 WOULD BE A
vested will be gathered In the Unit
that Stokes came, to her apartment
AFFRAY
SMOKE AND LAVA
president "shall have satisfactory evi
RECOMMENDATION
ed States this Beason If conditions In
CALAMITY
and demanded letters which he ad'
dence ana shall make proclamation
dicated in the government's June crop
mitted writing. When told that she
that such wood pulp, paper and board
HIS RECOVERY EXPECTED had no letters, Miss Graham alleges DEATH LIST! IS OR0WI
AN AMENDMENT GOES IN being the products of the United States WANTS
SUBJECT DROPPED
that Stokes turned on me a perfect
are admitted Into all of the provinces
timate the crop this year will amount
f.iry and caught me by the throat and
of Canada free of duty.
PHYSICIANS HOLD OUT HOPE FOR
DAMAGE
BY to 764.291.857 bushels, an increase of SENATOR
DONE
ROOT WINS FIGHT TO
began to choke me." Miss Graham GREAT
RIDER
MR.
Opponents of the amendment con THROUGH
SERIOUSTHOUGH
over
68,848,857 bushels
TEMBLOR IN SOUTHERN PART
that gathered
PATIENT,
then alleges that, fearing violence at
ADMIT PAPER AND WOOD PULP
tend that It raises the question of th
ROOSEVELT MAKES HIS
winter wheat, the in
LY WOUNDED
Stoke's hand, she shot at him, where
rast year"
OF REPUBLIC
FREE OF DUTY
Canadian government's Jurisdiction
PLAIN
dicate yield , Is almost 480,000,000
upon Stokes wrenched the pistol from
over
the provinces and that its addibushels and that of spring wheat 284,- her grasp and shot at her. Miss Gra- tion will endanger the bin. The presi
STORIES ARE CONFLICTING 71am says nothing about the charge Rl II niNfix THROWN nnWN11 ooo.ooo bushels.
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already has begun a campaign REFUSES ANJNTERVIEW
by Stokes counsel that Miss Conrad
to the defeat of the amendlooking
RIO
GRANDE
DEFERS DIVIDEND
AN ATTEMPT TO fired a shot.
HE CLAIMS
ment on the floor.
AMONG TOWNS TO SUFFER MOST
AND
CULLOM
M'CUM
New
York.
PENROSE,
of
June
the
ASIDE FROM CONFIRMING STATE.
g.Directors
Stokes says he met Miss Graham
BLACKMAIL HIM; ASSAILANTS
BER STOOD BY TAFT AND
and her sister, Mrs. John Singleton, of WERE TONILA, ZAPOTLAN, TUX- - Denver and Rio Grande Railway de- MENT ATTRIBUTED TO HIM,
CHARGE ASSAULT
ferred action on the dividend on the
PAN AND SAN ANDRES
DELAGUA VICTIMS SUE
WITH DEMOCRATS
Los Angeles, some time ago here. He
HE DECLINES TO TALK
preferred stock today until next Tues-Denver, June 8. Relatives of fif
only knew Miss Conrad slightly.
"'UT5'
llJ"
, New York, June 8.
The condition of
"""reais
Guadalajara, Mex., June 8. The vol- - "aj
Washington, June 8. The Canadian teen miners who lost their lives in
White River Junction, Vt., June 8.
concerned in financing tho nrnnortu
W. E .D. Stokes, the millionaire probill was acted upon today the Delagua mine disaster November Wallace
L
cano
Colima
reciprocity
became
active yesterday
BAER'S SLAYER ARRESTED
Batchelder. a member of
,ook.lnto the matter The
the senate finance committee and 8, 1910, have filed suit for damages Troop K, the
prietor of the Hotel Ansonla, and wideTrinidad, Colo., June 8. Believed when tne earthquake shocks were felt ferred" sock of the Denver & Rio Ly
Rough Riders, is said
in
the
Las Animas county court,
0
will be reported Tuesday without re
to have asked Colonel Roosevelt yes
ly known as a horseman, who was shot guilty of one of the most wanton and and today Is emitting mud, Bmoke Grande was weak on the exchange to-in
asked'
each
case.
being
The
commendation. The Root amendment
terday whether he would be a can-last night by two young women in ccld blooded murders in the history of and lava. The towns of Tonila and day on account of reports that the div-to the print paper and wood pulp pro- Australian and Italian' consuls, are aiaate for president in 1912. Colothis
section, Frank Romero,
their apartments, was such this mornSan Andrews were badly damaged by ic,end wou,d be reduced. The presen vision was adopted by the committee behind the suits. The Victor Ameri nel
Roosevelt replied that he emMexican, employed in the Santa Fe warrre is nve per cent.
. ,
can Fuel company has effected a set
will
hla
he
that
say
physicians
ing
by a vote of eight to six.
would not be, that he should
phatically
ter service department and Henry
tlement with the families of the other
as a calamity if he were
An attempt to authorize an unfavor- sixty-fiv- e
likely recover.
it
legard
EXPRESS CO. SALE CONCLUDED
Spencer, a negro, are lodged in the destroyed. A relief train has been
victims.
nominated and that he expected that
,The young women, Lillian Graham, city jail on the charge of having killed ent from here,
San Francisco, June 8. The Exam able report, resulted in a tie vote. Finevery friend of his would do everyan actress, and Ethel Conrad, an lllus James' Baer, a porter, who was found
iner today states that the purchase of ally by a vote of 10 ,to 4 the measure
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.
was sent to the senate without recom
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thing in his power to prevent any
doad
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on
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Starkville
In
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court
late
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be
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arraigned
trator,
company oy me
Manv OMd at 2aDOHan
movement
8.
toward his (the colonel's)
June
Denver,
on
vote&
After
out
mendation.
measure
The
the
being
Romero
is said to have con
morning.
Mexico P'tv. June R DeRntchB WelIs Farg0 has been consummated were a
today and held to await the result of fessed
nomination.
twenty-fou- r
hours
to
in
the
of
nearly
sen
members
the
to the police that he fired the
Jury
surprise
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rfo Tuxpan, a few miles east of the1"" i:""Blue' al,on
&n. Tne ate. It had been generally blieved the case of George M. Dunn, the Chi
Mr. Stokes' wounds.
fatal shots, for no other reason than
company nas express
volcano Colima, in the south part of P
Terrence J. McManus, Mr. Stokes1 that he had "had
Confirms the Report
that the finance commitee would shift cago, Burlington & Quincy railroad
trouble" with Baer.
- nrlviIeees over 5,000 miles of railroad.
New
June 8. "Every . word
York,
with
Mrs.
attorney, says that his client went to Spencer, Ronjjfiro declares induced him the state of Jalisco, sav that Zanotwatchman,
to
charged
the
slaying
senate,
responsibility
leaving
Ian suffered severely from yesterday's
the girls' appartment on receiving a to kill Baer. Spencer admits
real fight to be waged on the floor. Sophia-- Brandt while the latter was there is correct," declared Colonel
the
a
being
earthouakes. The number of victims
"uritsst8 okaouates - At the last moment the opposition in gathering coal in the railroad yards, Theo. Roosevelt today on his arrival
message from Miss Conrad, to obtain witness to the
NaColumbia, Mo., June
murder, but says that he Ir Baid to he lare A church nnrt a
some letters. Stokes denies that he had
brought a verdict late yesterday of here from White River Junction. Vt.,
the committee seemed to solidify.
further to do with the numbcr of houses were thrown down 6C'
nothing
jr oi commerce ana laDor,
when
second
degree murder. The penalty that he would not be a candidate for
had ever written any letters, and
The Root amendment requiring the
crime. In running the alleged mifr- - and other dwelling places rendered de'ivered the address to the graduating
Is
from
ten years to life imprison- president in 1912.
he reached the apartment, his coun derers to earth and
solving the seem unsafe. Thousands of persons are lihs ioaay at me annual commence admission of wood pulp and paper Into ment, but sentence was deferred.
"You are quoted as saying that you
sel says, the door was locked behind
Canada
was
free
into
voted
of duty,
nsrly Impenetrable mystery. Chief of homeless. The despatches state that ment exercises of the University of
would regard it as a calamity if you
him and Miss Graham immediately Police Bowlden
the bill without discussion, the affir
Missouri,
and his men have exe- -l
were nominated," was asked Colonel
drew a revolver, and, pointing to a cuted one of the cleverest bits of de the center of the disturbance was the
mative votes being cast by Senators CASHIER BOUND; BANK LOOTED Roosevelt.
Volcano
Colima
ac
which
has
become
pad on a desk at one side she said: tective work in local annals.
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DEM AND. INVESTIGATION
After binding
Tooele, Utah, June
Lodge, Smoot, Galllnger, Clark (Wyom
tive.. The towns of, Tonila and Tlata- "Not another word." smilingly replied
Madison, Wis., Juno 8. The Wis- ing); Heyburn, LaFollette, Ba'lay and and gagging SI Sharer, cashier of the Colonel Roosevelt. "There will be no
Tooele Commercial bank, at 5 o'clock more said
consin state senate late yesterday aftregarding the matter.".
PERCENT
MANN OPPOSES TARIFF BILL
CONTROLS
last evening two robbers mounted
ernoon by joint resolution called on
FARMER WINS SUIT
8. Americans
COAL
COMPANIES
0
Washington, June
horses
to
and fled
the hills with
the United States to investigate the
were pictured as a "shoddy" race toof the bank's money. Several pos- PRESIDENT
TAFT
election of United States Senator
OF DOMESTIC OUTPUT
AGAINST FLEECERS Stephenson. The preamble recites
ses are hunting the bandits. Mr. Sha-fe- r
day, when Representative Mann of Il
INQUIRY
was alone in jthe bank and was not
linois, took the floor in the house n
the findings of the senate investigat
BROOKLYN'S GUEST
to
Underwood
discovered for an hour.
tarithe
wool
in
which
committee
is
it
alleged
E. H. GARY SAYS STEEL CORPORA- opposition
ing
THOMA-foulkes,
SQUANWH0
ff, revision bill. He declared that thta
Senator Stephenson and his managers PTTTSBURG GRAND JURY REAS
TION HAS NO MONOPOUY.
AND
DERED
KISSES
ON
$11,182
committed acts of bribery and atWITH OTHER NOTABLES,
of
bill
HE,
INVESTIGATE
TO
would
the
throw open
SEMBLED
passage
NEGRO SUPERVISOR NAMED
ON THE BUSINESS
CARESSES, WAS JILTED
the markets of this country to the
tempted bribery.
SPENDS BUSY DAY
8.
Dr.
MONOPOLY
William
ATTEMPTED
Washington, June
cheap woolens and clothing of foreign
T.
a
former
THERE TODAY '
Vernon,
regster
negro,
100 Degrees at Topeka
Washington, June 8 E. H. Gary mills and that Americana soon would
of
8.
Foulkes
Thos.
June
Chicago,
Pittsburg, June 8 United States of the Unted States treasury, has
undertook today before the house be compelled to wear inferior clothing
Topeka, Kan., June 8. All heat rec District
New York, June 8. Brooklyn en
Danbury, Iowa, the wealthy farmer
Attorney 'John H. Jordan to- been appointed assistant supervisor of
The
Steel Trust Investigating committee because of ihe decline of American who has been prosecuting his former ords were broken here today.
a petition in the United schools cf the Five Civilized Indian tertained President Taft this after- presented
day
100
2
p.
degrees at
to show that the United States Steel manufactures. Mr. Mann insisted that financee, Miss Lodavlne Miller, and mercury reached
district court, asking that the tribes. His headquarters will be at noon with Governor Dlx,
m. and the heat was increasing at States
Secretary of
the bill had been prepared without care
execuIs
the
he
which
of
may term of the federal grand jury, Muskogee, Okla.
corporation,
her brother. Attorney P. Marlon Mil- that hour.
War Stimson, British Ambassador
and
the
correctness
of
the
challenged
be areassembled at once for the pur
tive 'head, does not now control as committee statistics.
ler, on charges of defrauding him out
Bryce and other notables lending lusbusipose of investigating the officers and
steel
the
of
large a percentage
JOHNSON OFFERED
of $11,182 and two farms, won his
tre to the occasion. After the presi
River
of
the
directors
Monongahela
SEWER WORKMEN
ness of the United States as it did
case Today in the criminal court.
Coal & Coke company
dent reviews a parade of Sunday
Consolidated
MADERQ TALKS WITH
before Its formation.
A Jury today returned a verdict of
and the Pittsburg Coal company, to
TO FIGHT school children, sees a La Crosse
He insisted that against a sixty per
if any attemp has been made
match and speaks in two clubs and
against the girl and her broth
STILL ON STRIKE learn
a monopoly in the coking
create
to
BARRA guilty
SENOR
cent control of the domestic business
of
told a remarkable tale
MATCH two or more churches, he will go
WOULD
Foulkes
er.
RICKARD
TEX
industry.
In 1901, the corporation at the presto Manhattan to attend the dinner of
BLACK CHAMPION AGAINST
what he characterized as a "finanThe action is the outcome of the con
ent time is able to direct only about AT THE PRESIDENTIAL PALACE cial
PAY
AGREE
TO
CONTRACTORS
be
said
bought
He
the National Cotton Seed Crushers'
DAY
SAME
TWO
MEN
wooing
gressional investgiatlon of the United
50 per cent of the domestic output
MEN BY LINEAR FOOT, BUT
AT CrIAULTEPEC, MEN MEET
association
caresses from the object
tonight.
officers
and
The
kisses
States Steel corporation.
Of the export business, however, Mr.
It' is expected that 150,000 Sunday
THIS FAILS TO TEMPT
FOR FIRST TIME
of his affections with loans of from
of the two coal com
San Francisco, June 8. Information
and
directors
conGary said the Steel corporation
$50 to $600 and after he had lost the
panies will be called before the grand has reached here in a letter from G. school children will participate in
trolled about ninety per cent.
Mexico City, June 8. .In the presi amount of money named in his suit
The strike of the sewer workers jury late today.
At the request
L. (Tex) Rickard, who ils now in today's celebration.
followed
assist- - Buenos
While on the subject of export busi- dential castle in the heights of Chaul-tepec- . and after his two farms had
Is still in progress and no new men
P.
Edwin
Grovesnor,
special
Presiwas
who
southern
of
several
that
senators,.
Rickard,
Ayres,
the money, his charmer had advisea
were put at work in their places to- out to Attorney General Wickersham the promoter of the Johnson-Jeffrie- s
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Francisco I. Madero, Jr., a ad
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his
intends
Taft
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read
the
to
California,
international Provisional President de La Barra to- him to go
will take part in the Investigation.
proposed formation of an
with
effect
the
here
Bible constantly and marry a widow. day. Last night McGovern and Ryan,
reciprocity
offer
will
speech
tight in Reno, July 4th last,
steel Institute at Brussels. "I hope," day had their first conference on the He admitted that it took him six the contractors, agreed to pay the
a purse of $50,000 for Jack Johnson Canada would have on New York.
he said, "that through an Interchange Mexican political situation.
years to discover that his affections workmen by the foot instead of by GONZALES AND STAFF
The president enjoyed his luncheon
to fight any two men in the world
were not returned.
in
of ideas there can be brought about
the
the day. It was agreed that ten cents
Installation of the governors
the Union League club in spite of
at
world's
for
the
same
afternoon
the
The attorney was accused of being per linear foot be paid each man. It
a condition of equilibrium in the world various states, the distribution of solRick
Buenos
at
an
GOING
unexpected accident which necessi
Ayres.
championship
TOJIIIHUAHUA ard reiterates his belief that Johnson
the one who planned the alleged raid was thought that this action would
of trade,"
diers and the situation in Lower Cali on Foulkes' heart and purse.
tated
bringing him a fresh plate or
bring the strike to an end and that
Mr. Gary insisted there was not a
can defeat any two men in the world
fornia, where the socialists refuse to
The
grandson of
soup.
men
to
return
this
GOVERNOR
work
the
WILL
would,
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one after the other. "All I ask,"
"scintilla of truth" in the idea that acknowledge ' the . authority of the
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to
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the
time
when
William
Berri,
However,
morning.
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come to Madero.
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Denver, June 8. R. A. Montgomery,
The president's
of
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Lot
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ver and Pueblo for men. This after
Originally it had been intended that PREDICTED THIS WOULD BE HOT waistcoat was
a Denver mail carrier, was dismissed
San Diego, Calif. June 8. V messbut vigorous
splashed,
MADRID RACE. ESTABLISHED
noon the strike seemed no nearer set Governor Gonzales should remain away
yesterday from the service on an or- age received here from a party of
of
a
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quickly re
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der received from Postmapter Gen- treasure seekers aboard the steamer tlement than it was this morning. until Chihuahua City had been avecuathe
and
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the
damage
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Montgomery was Eureka, says the expedition to recover The contractors say they will obtain ted by the federal troops.
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was overwho
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Weather
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son of $15,000,000 to $65,000,000, according
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BANKING HOUSE

nany of them that Invite such

critic-

HEARST EDITORICOUNTY JAILS

ism

and with a banking Institution
A
distributing only Irrigation securities,
mm mm
a
toe mere fact that the bonds of any
I
one project were offered by this house
would provide the strongest kind of
recommendation for the enterprise In
Itself.
The bond house would, of
course, have a corps of bankers and
IT WOULD SERVE AN EXCELLENT engineers or other experts whose reR. COLLINS SAYS THEY ARE PRISON
ports and recommendations would be
EXPERT DECLARES THEY
PURPOSE AND MAY BE ES-VEGAS AND SAN MIGUEL
BEST PICTURE OF READY
sufficiently final for any ordinary inACT
AS
A SCHOOL FOR CRIME
1
COUNTY WILL NOT RECEIVE
TABLISHED
vestor.
MONEY HE HAS SEEN
FOR FIRST OFFENDER
ASSISTANCE
ELSEWHERE
"The opportunity for such an InstituChicago, June 8. A. Lincoln Fel- tion grows immediately out of the dis"Believe me," Baid E. R. Collins,
Boston, June 8. A complete revolu
If Las Vegas and San Miguel
lows, secretary and general manager turbance that was aparent to a marked formerly city editor of The
Optic, but tion in the treatment of misdemean
extent
Is
to
a
and
still
hurtful
desire to be represented by exhibits
apparent
ot Field. Fellows & Hlnderlider, Dennow with the Hearst service, who Is ants and
extent In the Irrigation localities that
petty offenders throughout at the various land shows next fall
ver, Colo., one of the prominent enare worthy of the fullest confidence, visiting relatives in Lag Vegas, after the United States was proposed by
they will be required to foot the en
gineers of the west, arrived In Chi- has made such a bank, with its staff an absence of more than two years, Dr.
Frederick Howard Wines statisti
tire bill themselves, according to
cago the other day and within an hour of experts a necessity. I can see the "believe me when I say and I'm not
cian of the board of administration of
George A. Fleming, former secretary
afterward, in a talis with several en- field for such an institution and be- talking slang when I say it that the
state Institutions ot Illinois, at the of the Commercial
club, who has as
gineers and banking men, he corrected lieve it will be in existence before mesa is the best picture of read
opening session of the National Con sisted materially each year In gather
more
months."
many
I
have
seen
any impression that may have existed
for many and
money that
ference of Charities and Correction ing the farming products for display
Mr. Fellows declared that the first
In the minds of his auditors that the
many a day.
at the various exhibitions. Last year
here last night.
rulo
Into
came
a
if
of
such
it
bank,
Stump of 1910 in the irrigation bond
"I made a trip over the mesa yestbe New Mexico Publicity association
Dr.
Wines
avercharacterized the
market throughout the east was an existence, should be that no project, terday, going out about sixteen miles
assisted In defraying the expenses.
or
In
this
age
would
Jail
however
be
county
municipal
promising,
promoted by the
evil devoid of any good
the
of
Belden
The year before the bureau of immi
way
and
place
as
a
cessschool for crime, a
country
by the bank itself, lie declared that
Mr. Fellows Is here primarily, he
he traced the basic cause of the bond returning by the other road, and I pool of moral contagion, a propagat- gration came across with financial asasserted, to further establish confid market disturbance to the fact that never saw a more beautiful nature- ing house of criminality, a feeder for sistance. Mr. Fleming has been apence In the west. Speaking optlmis
picture of progress and prosperity the penitentiary, a public nuisance prised, by Secretary H. B. Hening of
many bond houses, seeing the possl Climate
and the farmers seem to have and a disgrace of modern civilization. Albuquerque that neither of these ortlcally of the progress the west Is mak bilitles of
irrigation development, ven combined in
ing he made the rather startling as- tured into the
making the outlook the The public Indifference to the situa- ganizations will contribute any money
development field.
most promising that I have ever seen tion he attributed
sertion that a movement has been dispartly to ignor- this season.
The westerner called on Edmund T. in a
cussed among Chicago and New York
farming community. I have ance. "The county officials," he said,
Realizing the importance of the addirector
of
the
Perkins,
managing
Just completed a trip through the "do not know what a Jail should be
financial interests to establish a bond
received by San Miguel counvertising
board of control of the Nineteenth Irri Middle West from
New England and and the people do not know what ty and the entire
banking house, having Its head in New
territory at the big
and
he
asserted that
York with a branch here, which will gaticn congress,
nowhere along the route did I see iheir Jails really are. In
plain Anglo-Saxo- land shoys, Mr. Fleming says concertbelieved
entire
the
de
would
country
deal exclusively In Irrigation and oth
anything that could compare with th
the truth is that wherever ed action should be taken at once to
er agricultural development securities. rive great benefit through having the promises that the mesa holds out in there exists local graft and political
provide displays of this season's crops
in Chicago, which an agricultural way.
Irrigation
congress
"There Is a place In the east for he
the
is
its
dishonesty
and secure money with which to in
county
prison
said la the center of the thickly
such an Institution and I know that
"Only a short time before I leu center and its stronghold. The sher-- stall them at the expositions. Last
out
of
which
the
populated
territory
Las Vegas, more than two years ago, iff or the Jailor makes a personal ceason too
several bond men are thinking of
much delay occurred and
Sfeater proportion of settlers for the I made a similar tour of the mesa
establishing such a house," Mr. Fel- west
pront irom crime by charging a per the result was that San Miguel coun
come. The Interests of the west district.
Then the houses were few diem for board for prisoners and by ty's exhibit was not as a
lows said. "There are several rea
comprehenand south, he declared, will be much and far
sons why, in my polnlon, such an inthe land was unbroken the receipt of fees for locking and sive or as excellent as It could have
apart,
mors closely connected with those of and
the
stitution would be successful. I unonly signs of life, except in unlocking the Jail doors. That profit been had work been begun earlier In
derstand that the suggestion now is Chicago through the coming congress. isolated Instances, were grazing cat Is a live wire. No local politician, pos the year. Mr.
Mr. Fellows is to spend a week or more tle.
Fleming suggests that
The change certalnlv haa
to have the house
sibly no member 'of the legislature some competent man be
something in the in The east.
appointed to
remarkable.
If the same ratio oc or even of the state administration take
nature of a clearing house to which
charge of the collection and disdares monkey with it.
growth should continue for the ne
would be referred all issues of irrigaplay of the exhibition this year. The
tion securities.
we nave substantially
whooping cough is not dangerous two years the city of (Las Vegas
won the man selected should keep in touch
wnen the cough is kept loose and will extend
continuously to Nine Mile fight for the reformatory state prison with the farmers and watch the prog"In the first place, an institution
expectoration easy by giving Cham' lake."
and the indeterminate sentence be ress of the
like this would do more than
berlaln's
Cough Remedy. It has been
growth of their crops so
any othMr. Collins has high
er one thing, I think, to eliminate what used in many epidemics of this dis
also for cause we concentrated our fire upon that he will be able, when the time for
praise
ease
with perfect success. For sale the city of Las Vegas.
a vulnerable point and made every the
we term the wild-ca- t
Speaking of
assembling of the various products
developer. There by all druggists.
improvements and advantages here, shot tell. In attacking the county Arrives, to collect easily and quickly
. is no denying that the east has become
Jail system we have pursued the op a
he said:
critical the eastern man now has
comprehensive assortment of the
MONTANA CLUB WOMEN
We have addressed best that "has been
posite policy.
some definite idea of what
Las
'East
has
produced in the
the
sideVegas
best
constitutej
our arguments and remonstrances to
isozeman, Mont., June 8. Bozeman walks
an irrigation project, while two or
of any city its size in the
county this year. Such a maa, also
Is
the
remainder
the county authorities, of whom there should
entertaining during
three years ago he did not have this
keep In touch with the other
of this week the seventh annual con country. I have heard them praised are In round
numbers, 2,500 sets, in counties of the state through the
knowladge.
This made possible a
from
the
to
Pacific
the
Atlantic.
And
ventlon
of
the
Montana
stead of to the legislative bodies, of
Federation of
great deal of loose speculation on the
Woman's clubs. The arrivals today wnen It comes to neat and attractive which there are less than 50. We have bureau of immigration and correspond
part of the
ence with prominent men of the vaI
have yet to see a city
developer. The iocluded delegates and visitors from buildings,
more critical the east Is,
the size of Vegas that can approach pleaded for new Jails, better Jails rious communities and keep the farm
however, the all parts of the state and
when we should have demanded their
better the condition. I believe, fnr
every indi her.
ers posted as to what is being accom
g
replacement by prisons owned and
irrlMlon protect of merit to the we,t ZeZanpointed to a
una
,
Winer
that
I
Ijti Van.
Among tbe cities well ..
controlled by the- - state and their plished there.
irrigntlon
project In the west DrewnM
needed badly a sewer la to be built
.
11 .
Every Indication points to the most
AArua.
kbii.
jviiasouin.
emancipation from local political con
wur nv rr (nnoMwiii..
ac 8" can spei. Anaconda,
'
Billings, Livingston and tHat Is something of which tho trol wUh its petty and selfish, inter successful season for the farmers In
stand the severest criticism-th- ere
are and Great Falls.
city should be glad and proud. !t ests;.
many years. For that reason San Mi
will do more than any other on a
"There was a time when local con guel county should not alio wthis year
thing to bring about permanent" anfl iroi was
necessary and proper but j pass without an adequate display of
desirable residential
Its crops at the big land shows. It ia
locators and that was long ago.
Today the coun
those who have worked the sewer
kely that the fair association will
ty prison is an anachronism. We im
problem to a successful conclusion ported it with other
awaken this fall from the lethargy Into
insttiutions
from
are deserving of the thanks of th
England, but conservative Ensrland which It has fallen and conduct the
entire community.
has outgrown it and dates the dawn most successful fair and agricultural
"This irrigation project, as every of its regenerate
prison system from exposition in the history of the
body knows, is going to do wonders he year of its abolition. There is
and now that b 11. Pierce has takeu no good and sufficient reason
why
charge of the work there no louge.- - the state which enacts a criminal
CHERRIES FREE TO ALL
can ba a doubt that it will success- code with its definition of
San Leandro, Calif., June 8. Thou
crime, its
fully te put through. These things prohibitions and its penalties should
nds of boxes of luscious cherries are
are showing to the country at large aetume the
custody and care of the ready for free distribution to all vis
something that not even Las Vegas man committed to prison for-- three itors to the annual San Leandro cher- itself even so much as suspected a years and refuse to recognize its
y carnival, which is to open tomorrow
few years ago, namely:
for the man sentenced and continue over Saturday. In addi
that Las
Vegas is not essentially a 'railroad for three months, abandoning him to ion to the giving away of the fruit
town.' The time was when the peo- the haphazard mercies of the inferior there will be numerous other
features
ple here as well as elsewhere thought Jurisdiction which is certainly ignor- to attract visitors and it is
expected
that if the Santa Fe railroad should ant, often brutal and sometimes dis- a
crowd will be on
happen to cut down its freight or pas honest. It is not the majesty of the band during the two days' festivities.
senger service through Las Vegas the county but that of the state which An illumination of the
city and a
city would curl up and die. The in calls for vindication. The sunervlslon grand ball will usher in the carnival
mediate past has proved this theory of crime, let it take what form it tomorrow night. The
king and queen
untrue.
may, is the business of the state. The of the carnival will be crowned Saturi
" T t Va
state
Annie ton. Wis.
should
name, and it should have day morning and the. remainder of the
"The Santa Fe did reduce its ser,an actcount of my sicknes. I told a friend of "mine
OX course that reduction was exclusive authority over to the execu
vice.
f
day and evening will be given over to
how. 1 felt and she said I liad female trouble and
felt any radical change ia the pay tive agents to whom It entrusts the floral parades and mardl gras revels.
aavisea me to use Lydia E. I'inkham'H Vegetable
roll in a city the size of this is aisdiarge of this supreme govern.
Compound, as she had taken it herself f
bound
to be noticed but the under- mental function.
trouble with wonderful rexultH. I had been siekly
The- one hope of
for two years and overworked myself, and had such
taker didn't find any job waiting for
enlightened pro
in dealing with the problem of
bad feelings every month that I could hardly walk
gress
him. Not much! The cltv has confor pain. I was very nervous and
tinued to progress in spite of that crime is the overthrow of the county
easily tired out
and could not sleep nights. I had dizzy
and
spells,
blow. It is agricultur- Jail system. To this end we miiatacknowledged
pimples came on my face. Uut I have taken your
direct our energy. With the state
trat
ally
Vegas has advanced and it
,
Vegetable Cnmnnnrwl ami Tom
,,,..,,,1
t
once
In command, there can be no
is upon agricultural prospects that
think it is the best medicine in existence." Miss Cecilia M. Uauer
Every woman's heart responds to
1161 Lawrence St., Appleton, Wis.
she must build and insure her future. question but It will find a way to rieht the charm and sweetness of a baby's
the wrong and remedy the evils which voice, because nature intended her for
THIS GIRL SAYS IT IS WOMAN'S BEST FRIEND:
And, judging by what I have been
In the present organization and motnernood.
inhere
But even the loving
able
to
see, the building and the
Chicago, III "Your Compound cured all my troubles and I am
uaiuicuia momer snrinks frnm t m
feeling strong and happy and able to work now. Wherever I go I insuring are progressing steadily and management of minor prisons."
orueai Decause such a time is regard
shall praise Lydia E. l'inkham's Vegetable Compound, as I think it is without fear of backset."
ed as a period of sufferinir nnrl AaT,
woman's best friend. I have told all my friends the good it has done
TAFT
REVIEWS PARADE
Mr. Collins does not know how long
Women who use Mother's FrienH ar
me." Miss Maggie Isbauer, 2418 So. Whipple Street, Chicago, Illinois
New York, June 8. From a stand
tavea
he
will
mucii discomfort and
a
remain
visitor
in
Las
Vegas. In
Lonmor, Iowa. "I had a heavy cold in the spring and got all run
Prospect Park President Taft this and their systems, being suffering,
He came West on leave of absence
down and was irregular. I had no strength and had bearing
thoroughly
down
from the Hearst service and will en- - afternoon reviewed nearly 100,000 Sun- prepared by this great remedy, are
pains in my sides and back, and was very nervous and excitable . I
a
school
day
scholars as they marched in
healthy condition to met th
took Lydia K Pinkhara's Vegetable Compound, and I am all right
Joy the climate of New Mexico until
past him in the annual parade of the ume wita me least possible suffering
again, and stronger than before." Miss I. E. Williams, Lorimor, Iowa,
ordered again to report for duty.
and danger.
Mother's Friend i
Brooklyn Sunday School Union. Pr
Is it not reasonable to suppose that a medicine that did
recommended only for the relief and
to
vious
the
parade the president was comfort of
so much for these girls will benefit any other girl who is
ARMY CAPTAIN'S BRIDE
mothers ; it is in
the guest of the Sunday School Union no sense aexpectant
remedv for
?
with
8.
the
same
troubles
June
The
Boston,
marriage tooi; at a luncheon served at
suffering
the University but its many years of success, and
Does it not seem the only sensible thing to give such a place today of Miss Isabel Poland Ran club.
the thousands of endorsements reCush-maof
kin,
Mrs.
daughter
medicine at least a trial? You may be sure that it can do
Heny Otis
ceived from women who have used it
of this city and grandaughter of
are a guarantee of the hpnpfit
k
no
and
is
of
there
lots
harm,
In
that
th
it
will
you
do tne late united States Senator Luke
Wake of the Measles
proof
derived
from its use. This
son of MrsB- Palmer
remedy
,Z,
!itt,e
you much good.
does not accomplish wonders but sim
P. Poland of Vermont, and Captain Mttle Rock.
Ark., hurt tho
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Homer niaikfe Grant, TJ. S. A.
The result was a severe cough which ply assists nature to perfect its work.
Compound has been the standard remedy for
s.ew worse anfl he could not sleep Mother's Friend allays nausea, prefemale ills. No sick woman does justice to
vents eakincr nf
She
r
"One
hnnia
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
There Is one nWicine that everv Honeysays:
and
Tar
Compound
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and
completely
family should be provided with and cured him t id b
haa novor
has thousands of cures to its credit
pspeclally during the summer months: bothered since." Croup.
iz.
Colic. Cholera and cough, measles, consrh all vfolrtwhoopine
Mrs. Pinthara Invites all sick women
fn v,i
Diarrhoea Remedy. It is almost cer er's
her for advice. She has
Honey and Tar Compound. Th motherhood. Mother's Friend is
.to
tain
.
be
needed.
It
costs
sold
but a quar-ferguiued thousands to health free of chanre.
is in tne yellow norka-ral at drug stores.
fiiyineRefuse
Can you afford to be without It? ways.
Write for our free
rJ- Address Mrs. JMiikhaiu, Xynu, Mass.
o
r
snhstitnt.
book for expectant mothers
For sale by all druggists.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co".
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO..
Atlata, Co.
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Season tickets for
yourself and family
That's what the Victor gives you.

Not only one season of entertainment, but many seasons.

jlore than that.

And you don't have to go to crowded
theatres or go out in bad weather. You
can stay right at home and enjoy in perfect
comfort whatever kind of entertainment you
are in the mood to hear the best music
and entertainment of every sort.
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i.

to

The next time you are passing, stop in and hear the
Victor. Or make a special trip you'll feel well repaid.
No obligation to buy, but if you do want to buy you
can get a Victor for as little as $10. Other styles up to
$250, and on easy terms if desired.
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FINEST MUSICAL MAY STAGE BIG
TREAT IN YEARS

FISTIC BATTLE

PROMISED

IN MARYLAND

1-

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

OHLMEYER'S
TO GIVE

CELEBRATED BAND PROMOTERS
ARRANGING
FOR
TWO CONCERTS
BOUT BETWEEN JOHNSON AND
HERE JUNE 14TH
, LANGFORD ON LABOR DAY

One of the finest musical treats !u
recent years will be afforded Las Ve
gans next week, when Ohlmeyer's
Coronado band will be here for two
concerts, matinee and night, at the
Duncan opera house.
Henry Ohlmeyer organized his band
welve years ago for appearances at
Coronado Beach, and so famous did it
become that six years ago it began to
appear in other cities. It will be here
next Wednesday, on the way to Coro
nado Beach, making only two stops fo
concerts, at Las Vegas and Albuquer
que. It will close itB season at the
popular Pacific resort on Labor day
tmd then make a tour along the Pact

J

Washington, June

o

.

8.

ADVERTISED GOODS

Jack John

son and Sam Langford will
fight on
the outskirts of Washington on Labor
day if the plans of a group of sport

Because the advertiser has done

to

something
inspire confidence.
ing men are successful and Governor
He has not only explained the value and
i
usefulness of his prodCrotbers of Maryland does not orde."
uct, but has put his personality and
out the militia to stop the bout.
reputation behind his
statements.
On the closing day of the last session of the Maryland leyislaturj a
He can be trusted because his very business existence
is at stake.
bill was rushed through giving the
1
He believes in his goods to the extent of
his
International Aviation company the
investing
capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
right to hold all sorts of sporting and
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to
athletic events at College park, which
make
on
adjoins Bladensburg
the Dfstri"t
good secure repeat orders.
of Columbia and Maryland state line.
The advertising is not only k protection to the trade
name, but it,
The bill consisted of many pages. In
is the advertiser's
guarantee of quality.
the last paragraph there is a clause
fic slope.
You are justified in being
which allows unlimited boxing events
suspicious of unadvertised goods, beFranz Helle, the noted Fluegel horn to be held.
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer '
soloist, with the Ohlmeyer band, has
The day the bill was passed liquor
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to
spend
repertoire of solos quite different flowed so freely in the
of
the
vicinity
money in telling others of their goodness.
Only Fluegel Horn Soloist in America With
Ohlmeyer and His Famou. Cor from tie usual run of soloists on the state capltol that the ministers in
brass instruments. Helle has made
onado Band, Coming Next Week.
It
many pulpits of the state execrated
to
l?ie study of tune the fluegel horn
the conduct of their representatives.
st bis hands becomes more like a con While the
to accommodate all. Richard, howliquor was flowing, it is
tralto human voice than a brass in
saiw, the bill was passed.
ever, took a different view of the strument. His
interpretation of such
State Senator Andrew J. Cummlng.
matter and brooded over his fancied numbers as Saint-Saen"My Heart ai
called "Cy," a former, well
commonly
Sweet
Voice"
wrongs.
Thy
(from "Samson and known athlete, offered the bill at the
aiuiougn me lavorite brother in Deilah"), Gounod's "Spring Song"
request of Robert Wells, a Washing
"Rosary,' or Suppe's "Forget Me ton
the eyes of Mrs. Veirs, mucb of All
and Maryland lawyer and close
Not as well as many other standard
nutt's animosity was directed against
friend of Senator Rayner. Some of
her, and when he went to the4 fam- compositions plainly evidence the ar Wells' friends have formed a syndi
tist be Is.
cate fcr the purpose of pulling off the
lly home on the morning of the
Helle loves his instrument, a thor bout and
tragedy, and met her in the dining
they are now dealing wlf.h he and the miner arrived at the mine
of richard w.
room, he was seized with a mania to ough musician with complete knowl- Tohnson and Langford.
and going into one of the workings
edge and solid musical foundation, he
slay.
The entire matter bas been clothed
rockville, md.; atproceeded to dig up the explosives.
The man is alleged to have grabbed has held for years the first place of in the greatest secrecy. The promot
attention
when the deputy sheriff and two spethe handle of a pitchfork and vici fluegel horn soloist in America. Herr ers of the fight have been anxious
Helle joined the Ohlmeyer band six to avoid all
cial
officers stepped out to arrest him.
Rockville, Md., June 8. In the cir- ously attacked his sister, his aged
publicity until the
and
years
ago,
since
that
time
he
has
Boon
made a dash for the wagon apshould be completel
rangements
cuit court here next Monday. Rich- mother, and the latter's old friend remained one of the
featured
instru
to get his gun and the offiwill
a
fear
bowl
and
that
be
raided
parently
Miss
They
companion,
Rawlings, who mental soloists
ard W. Allnutt will be placed on trial
of the organization. In the vicinity which may reverberate cers fired seven shots at him, one takhappened to be In the room. Mrs.
for the alleged murder of his sister,
Veirs' skull was crushed, her face was Franz Helle came to America from through the entire state. Tha elec- ing effect in Boon's thigh and the othMrs. Valerin A. Veirs. He is also battered, and one arm was broken. Vienna, and soon after his arrival in tion for governor will be due in the er six going wild of the mark. Boon
charged with having murderously as- ""he died that night. Mrs. Allnutt thlB country joined the Sousa organi fall, and they hope to keep Governor was captured and placed in a vacant
a
saulted
his eighty-year-olmother, and Miss Rawlings were also pain- zation, becoming
"uvui. mciir Crothers from Interfering by the snack while the special officers Btood
t
Mrs. Margaret Allnutt and Miss Jane fully cut and bruised about the head ber of the band, and remaining with promise of their support at the polls. guard for the night. In the morning
Mr. Sousa for nine years; he then
The company already has lease 1 a it was found that their captive had
Rawllngs at the same time. Alucn and face, and for a week or more
Joined the Ohlmeyer force of
interest is evinced in the case in their condition was critical, but they
large tract of land adjoining Bladens-bur- g made his escape through a small win
view of the extreme atrocity of the finally recovered.
and Intends to start the con dow. The hearing was to have .been
Here the point is brought forth why struction of an arena as soon as the before Justice of the Peace A. L. Ken
, deeds of which the young man is acAllnutt fled from the scene of the
cused and the prominence of the fam- - crime to the home of his brother, this young Californian director has fighters sign up. "Phil" Stubener, dall yesterday but has been Inde
where he was arrested later in the f.chieved the success which he richly who maintained a roadhouse In Blad- - finitely postponed. It is believed that
lly to which he belongs.
The killing of Mrs. Veirs and the day and broupht to Rockville, where deserves, his careful selection of musi ensburg for many eyars. 1b one of the Boon Jumped a train and made his
cians and the
lines In nominal leaders In the p. itct. He way to Albuquerque tor Lag Vegas .
attacks on. the other two women oc- he has since been, confined in jail.
which
he
handles
his
soloists
curred on March 11 last at the home
has
made is being assisted by J. B. Taylor,
The accused 1b forty-fou- r
years old
of Mrn. Margaret Allnutt near Daw- - and a Bon of the late Nathan W. All- It possible to bring the Ohlmeyer band who was connected with the promotDon't you believe that all things
fight at come to those who wait The best
sonville, this county. Several months nutt cne of the leading lawyers of to what it is today, a model American ers of the Johnson-Jeffrie- s
before Richard V. Allnutt had mar this section, and is the brother of militant orchestral band; furnishing Reno. Taylor is now out of Wash- things are captured by the hustlers
ried, and after his marriage he and Henry C. Allnutt, for many years reg progress of the best In music, and of- ington and is supposed to be in New who go after them.
bis wife had boarded at the home of ister of wills of the county. At the fering a variety of soloists not usually York or Boston trying to conclude ar- his brother, Lawrence Allnutt, at coming trial every effort will be made beard In other concert bands with rangements with the fighters. One
Dawson ville.
to prove that Richard was tempor Franz Helle, fluegel horn soloist, and member of the Thaw family, whose
To Get
Otto Jacobs, Belgium Euphonium solo- Initials cannot be gjot, Is Bald to be
to
some
the
For
time prior
tragedy arily insane at the time he is alleg
the project.
differences bad existed between Rich- ed to have murdered his sister. Dur ist, as the star attractions of the in- the capitalist behind
strumentalists.
matter. State
the
of
In
speaking
his
confinement
he
has
suffered
ard V. Allnutt and his mother and ing
In instrumentation
the Ohlmeyer Senator Cummings admitted that be
sister. The mother, her widowed from extreme nerviusness and is
Genuine
a bill through the legisla
Always Buy
years said to be on the verge of a com band Is carefully made up In its mem had got
daughter, Mrs. Veirs, fifty-nin- e
would permit finish fightd
ture
that
a
breakdown.
Several
it
of
times
he
bership,
plete
comprises
company
Miss
and
old,
Rawlings, sixty years
without fear of molestation from state
old, ocupied the old home. Richard has been examined by noted alien-sts- . well known noted .musicians of wide
Phone Main 206
officials.
In
the
con
band
experience
wife
to
there
his
military
wished
ani
bring
cert
confident
work.
the
"I
that
feel absolutely
of the house. To
Allrutt's bride of a few months
asked for one-hal- f
bill which was passed by the last leg
this the women would not agree. They has remained steadfast in her loyalislature will saeguard owners of the
thought the house not large enough ty to him.
LAND OFFICE BUSY
privilege from state interference If
the bout Is arranged," said Mr. Cum
mings. "I do not believe that GovHi
ernor Crothers would attempt to
usury the powers of the constitution
MANY HOMESTEAD APPLICATIONS
by trying to stop the fight. There
RECEIVED AT SANTA FE
!s no constitutional ground on which.
TS( WHAT makes your name familiar and
CONTEST CASES HEARD
he could Interfere and I do not think
A identifies it with
your business. Continuous-nev- er
he will attempt to do so."
back to give the other
Santa
8.
N.
Fe,
June
M.,
turning
your
BEAUTIFUL
During
HAVE
CAN
EVERYBODY
fellow a chance when you are not looking.
the month of May there were 62 orig
-1
HAIR NOW, and they don I have to f
inal homestead applications received BADLY WOUNDED
wait weeks and months (or results either.
CJ If
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ppslte
reason to doubt the man'a Integrity,
' Wise, though
Railroad
sioner of corporations.
delayed, . legislation pedigree of every workman looked into
L.astaneda
em- but as has been suggested by the man's
Has it paid? Does the present con- has had its effect, and the Fourth ctosely, but the work amng the
Avenue
who knows his superintend-ent- s
.
lio e
eressional investigation Bay, which has been robbed of most of its hor- ployes was bo separated that no one employer,
tompany
two
man
or
men
could
theafe
watched,
jielng
rors.
few
are
gather
enough
There
now
communities
was ordered In the hops of disco
fof tkkJ 'the illghtelf
to for- that will tolerate the Bale of the giant Information about a safe to put"it to seettajunwilllng"
erin-- ; something discreditable
chakceV-kJeor- ge
In Har
use
afterward.
FurtherJeanNathan,
mer President Roosevelt In connec-toi- n firecracker, the torpedo cane, the toy dangerous
witS the purchase of tha Ten- - pistol and the miniature cannon. The more, when an employe is dlschareed, per's Weekly,

licailtj-Opti-
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SAFE MAKER VS. SAFE BREAKER

Men, See Our Line

Furnishings

:

-

19-e-

f

Superior

4 Perfect

safe-make-

Store

-

E.LasVegas.

of.QuauiTy:

iJ

N.Mr

LAS, VEGAS DAILY

The Pr escripilonist

A. S. Wolfe
Smythe and Hector M.

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
:
the man who knows how
nd whythe man on
wham HVnrvthirxl
l
Our responsibility is neverT AO!
mm sigui 01 ior a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

Kearney of Watrous were visitors in
Las Vegas yesterday.
William Woods is expected to return in "the next few
days from California In which state he has been for
several weeks on a business trip.
''Mrs. Harry Haskell and little
daughter, Margaret, left this afternoon for
Denver where they will make a brlet
visit to relatives and friends.
Dr. J. J. Bergmann of Mora arrived
In Las Vegas last
evening. Dr. Bergmann left this afternoon for a visit
.to Albuquerque and the
Engle dam. He
will be gone several dayB.
Paul A. Holland, district superintendent for the Cojorado Telephone company, left this afternon for his headquarters in Trinidad, after having been
here at short m'e' on official business.
' Mrs. K.
A. Stirrat and two children
of Amarillo, Tex., arrived in the city
yesterday and will spend the summer
her with Mrs. Stlrrats mother.Mrs.
Mary R. Allen.
Miss Mabel Milllgan, of Florence,
Colol, is in the city for a brief visit,
while on her way to spend the summer with her parents at Flagstaff,
Ariz. , She is a guest of Mrs. Stirrat,
1213 Eleventh street.

A.

WINTERS

DRUG

.

CO.

Phone Maiu 3

IKE DAVIS INVENTS

HQUEJGG
WELL KNOWN GROCER

TESTER
PATENT

PRACTICAL

DEVICE, WHICH
MAY NET HIM FORTUNE
,

An Invention o a convenient and
practical type has teen perfected by
Ike DavlB, the West Bide grocer, and
le has been notified by the (patent department that he has been
granted a patent upon the device,
which is for the candling of eggs.
The invention provides the simplest
means of testing eggs that has yet
been devised. It is particularly adapted to the use of merchants who desire to protect themselves and their
customers against being furnished
with eggs that are not entirely fresh.
The outfit consists of a small wooden box, lined with asbestos, in the
lid of which are cut two holes of sufficient size to allow eggs to be placed
in them so firmly as not to roll. The
top of the box Is covered with black
cloth in order to furnish a contrasting
color to the white tint of the eggs.
In the interior of the box is an elec-trilight globe to which a wire of
sufficient length to reach the ordinary lamp socket is attached.
In order to test the eggs all that
'
is necessary is to connect the apparatus with the electric light circuit. The. eggs are placed two Ty two
upon the slots at the top of the box.
If the light comes through with a
light pink color the eggs are in perfect condition. If no light eomes
ihrough or the color is dark the eggs
are of no value or are classed as
"seconds."
inMr. Davis intends to place his
alhas
He
market.
on
the
vention
manufacby
been
approached
ready
turers who wiBh to purchase the pat
ent or have charge of the sale of the
testers. Mr. Davis perfected his In
vention last February and has had it
in use in his Btore since that time.
When he purchases eggs he tests each
one before accepting the consignment.
When filling orders for his customers
he tests each egg as It is sent out en-In
this wav he makes sure that eggs
abso
tering and leaving his store are
lutely perfect.
The simplicity and practicability
of the invention are such that Mr.
Davis believes it will become as much
a necessity to the grocer as 1b the
coffee mill. Mr. Davis is receiving
the congratulations of his friends on
his ability as an inventor.
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EASTERNERS
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BEHANDSOfilELY

ENTERTAINED
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TOOK ARRANGEMENTS COMPLETED FOR
OF TROTH
RECEPTION OF NOTED SUNLAST NIGHT AT THE
DAY SCHOOL WORKERS
FAMILY HOME

V What a Relief!"

F

Arrangements for the entertainment
June, the month of brides and of
roses, has never witnessed in Las Ve- of the delegation to the International
gas a more beautiful marriage cere- Sunday School convention at San
Only the woman who has tried knows
mony than that of Miss Marguerite
which will make Las Vegas
Fianclsco,
what
comfort
relief
New Perfection
Cunningham and Mr. John Howard
a
tomorrow
visit
Cook-stov- e
brief
Sat
and
night
Oil
Clary, which was' solemnized last night
brings into the kitchen.
at the home of the bride's parents, Dr, urday morning, are now complete. In
It is not only that the New Perfection cooks so welL
and Mrs. Joseph M. Cunningham, 823 special Pullman cars attached to San
It saves so much work in other ways. There are no
Sixth street. Brilliantly lighted and ta Fe train No. 9, the Sunday school
ashes
to dean up before going to bed ; no fire to bank for
lavishly decorated in a profusion of workers will arrive here tomorrow
the
a
Everything is ready for cooking in the morning
night
was
the
Flowers,
Cunningham home
6:35. They will be taken
at a touch of a match.
beautiful place for the plighting of the fc"ening at
a; once to the armory where a banYou are saved from an overheated kitchen; saved
troth. Only the most Intimate friends
will be served In their honor at
of the bride and groom witnessed the quet
from
soot and dirt; saved from chopping wood and
7 o'clock.
carryceremony and attended the reception
coal.
In the kitchen or the laundry, for the
ing
lightest or
At 8 o'clock a number of interesting
that fallowed. Among the gueBts, who
the most elaborate meal, you will find the New Perfection
numbered about fifty, were several addresses will be given by the visit
with the New Perfection oven is the best and most
stove
ors. George H. KInkel will act as
from
and
toastmaster
the
convenient.
following will be
Mwfc with 1.2 nd 3
Promptly at 8:30 o'clock, while Men
(mm, wk
.Good-al- l,
Celssohn's wedding march was played guests of honor: Mayor K. D
President W. J. Lucas of the ComMdiMMTMoMtcn lxblwitLr
by Miss Marguerite Cluxton, the bridal
wtfco
ubat top. wiuch a faiad with
mercial club, President R. J. Taupert LEFT HIS MONEY
entered
orop
the
The
Aehw, (owal rmchm, wta.
bride,
party
parlors.
3X32
of
DMlcnwiwIieni
Men's
Business
the
or writa lot Am.
association,
on the arm of her father, who gave
jrijXnw craW k Um mm aaa
D. Hess of the Commerher In marriage, and accompanied by Secretary J.
Continental Oil Company
her sisters, Misses Helen and Lousie cial club. Most of the speaking will
SANITARIUM
be done by the visitors who are all
(Incorporated)
Cunningham, who attended her, des
school workers,
cended the stairs and was met by the enthuslatslc Sunday
of them holding high position
groom and his best man, Mr. Walter many
SISTER O'CONNOR SUBMITS FINAL
In that line of endeavor.
DIPLOMAS FOR 600
Hoke. As the bridal party entered the
Foley Kidney Pills take hold of your
REPORT IN ESTATE OF
It Is expected about 200 guests wil
room where the ceremony was perand help you to rid yourself of
system
8. Six
June
Minn.,
Minneapolis,
THOMAS DELANEY
formed It was followed by Master be present at the banquet, which will
your
backache, dull head-graduates
dragging
toreceived
diplomas
be served' by the ladies of the First
nervousness,
ache,
Impaired eyesight,
Joseph Cunningham, the bride's ne
At a brief session of the probate day at the annual commencement of and of all the 1I1b
resulting from the
phew, who carried the ring concealed Christian church. The modest price
court this morning Judge Manuel Mar- the University of Minnesota. Dr. Geo.
In a lily, and William Haydon and of fifty cents is being charged for
impaired action of your kidneys and
tinez heard the final report of Sister J3. Vincent, the new president of the bladder. Remember it is
do
not
Those
who
tickets.
banquet
Foley KidHarry Grant Kelly, who formed an
O. ty. Schae-fe- r
Isle of streamers of smllax and white care to attend the banquet are remind- O'Connor, administratrix of the es- university, delivered the address to ney Pills that do this.
ar-Red Crois Drug Co.
ed that they are Invited to be present tate of the late Thomas Delaney. the graduating class.
ribbon.
The
was
8
estate
the
is
for the speaking at
o'clock.
report
It
accepted,
Kneeling on a prledieu of white satin
the galleries and main floor of was closed and Sister O'Connor waa
He No woman has ever made a PKon 384
before a floral background studded hoped
discharged. Mr. Delaney, who con fool of me. She How considerate of
the armory will be filled.
with marguerites the bride and
Dr. Hess, secretary of the Commer ducted a restaurant on Sixth street you to have saved some woman that
gi6om repeated the words of the im''
cial club, has procured the use of a for several years, died over a year rouble.
iressive Episcopal marriage service
an
2
ago,
estate
valued
leaving
at
will bm at thm Lm Pmnmlon
after the Rev. J. S. Moore, pastor of number of automobiles for taking the
to St. Anthony's sanitarium.
wonROSY AS A GIRL
FOR A FEW DAYS .
St. Paul's Memorial church, who pro- visitors on a trip to the scenic
Judge Martinez also gave Pruden- in and
ders and other attractions
nounced them man and wife.
cia Gonzales, aged 13 years, into the I Summit, N. C. In a letter received
PAINLESS
The bride was beautifully gowned around Las Vegas. Saturday morning custody of Patricia Ortega, whom he from this place, Mr. J. W. Church, the
new
notary public, says: "My wife had
in a creation of white crepe meteor. the party will be taken to the
CHIROPODIST
named as guardian,
GRADUATE
can
been ailing for nearly 12 years, from
The gown was trimmed in duchess Agua Pura dam, the Hot Springs
Mr
Mrs.
and
Anastacio
Cordova
alface in marguerite design. The bride yon and the Camfield dam. A trip
were given permission legally to female ailments, and at times, waa Corn. Bunions. Ingrowing and
so will be made through the residence
unable to leave the house. She sufwas not veiled but wore about her
Clubbed Nails removed
adopt their
granddaughter,
fered agony with' her side and back.
hair a band of pearls. About her neck and business sections of both city and Delia Cordova.
'
Without Pain'
town.
Mrs. Harry Hartley was named as We tried ' physicians for years, withwas a rope of pearls, and she carried
e
all
out
AJfter
treatments
relief.
these
included
will
be
Twenty-onpeople
administratrix of the estate of her
a bouquet of lilies of the valley.
Miss Helen" Cunningham was gown In the party visiting Las Vegas. Many husband, a Santa Fe engineer, who failed, she took CarduL and gained in
and'
ed in lavender chiffon over satin mes- - of them are prominent in other lines was accidentally killed September 18, weight at once. Now she la red
rosy as a school girl." Cardul, as a
sallne. Miss Louise wore Helen pink of endeavor as well as in Sunday last.
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
tonlo for women,, has brought remarkchiffon over messaline. Mrs. Cun School work. Their remarks will be
miEstimates
Furnished on All Kinds of
and
relieves
results.
to
local
able
the
pain
Jt
There is more Catarrh In this secningham was handsomely gowned in of great practical value
for
Ideal
tonic
and
the
U
job Work a Specialty.
Building
disyoung
visit
school
Their
workers.
sery
all
tion
than
other
of
the
country
white striped chiffon. The brides- Sunday
Phone Main 336.
eases put together, and until the last and told. Try It. At druggists.
Opposite Optlo.
a
be
made
will
to
Las
'
pleasant
Vegas
roses.
of
maids carried bouquets
few years was supposed to be IncurInIn
committee
as
one
the
charge
The parlor, in which the ceremony
able.
For a great ' many years doc
was performed, was decorated in a tends to make of each visitor a friend tors pronounced it a local disease and
for New Mexico and Las Vegas.
prescribed local remedies, and by conprofusion of pink and white peonies,
af- stantly falling to cure with local treatwill
leave
visitors
The
Saturday
which formed a pretty setting for the
Sciment, pronouflced it incurable.
1.
floral alcove of marguerites where the ternoon on train No. for Albuquerque ence has proved catarrh to be a conwhere they will spend Sunday. The stitutional disease and therefore rewedding party knelt. In the library
ot Albuquerque, N. M.,
;
W. quires constitutional treatment. Hall's
smllax and red carnations predominat- memhers of the party will Include:
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
ed. In the dining room pink and white
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the
which has just recently been organized with New Mexico capital
only constitutional cure on the marpeonies were used in profusion and
ket. It la taken Internally in doses
and in which many Las Vegas business men are heavy stockbows of white tulle were depended from
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It
the chandeliers. The punch bowl was
desires to announce the appointment of
holders,
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer
partially submerged in a large cake of
.
OEO. A. FLEM1NO.
one hundred dollars for any case It
ice
into which
had been froz-ze.
of the Investment and Agency Corporation
Send'
cure.
to
fails
for
circulars
Manager
and
a
of
carnations.
'
bouquet
testimonials
Electric
light streaming
through
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To
as its agent for, this district. The company will be conservatively
the Ice pedestal created a beauledo, Ohio
managed and will be under supervision of the New Mexico InSold by druggists, 75e.
tiful effect.
Throughout the re
surance Department at all times.
Take Hall's family Pills for consti
freshments marguerites predominated.
pation.
The wedding cake was covered with
Keep your money at home by placing your insurance with a
home
marguerite designs and small cupids.
company.
The first baby might be referred to
The cutting of the cake caused much
Medicinal Poultry Food as an heir of authority.
merriment.
The bride's bouquet was
caught by Miss Mary Tipton.
Mrs. Clary grew to womanhood in
Las Vegas. She has always been
As the supply is limited
among the most popular society lead
ers. Mr. Clary until a short time ago
please use Main 8 and
was connected with the R. J. Taupert
store
now
but
is
El
located
in
Jewelry
Paso, Tex., where he is in the wholesale and retail Jewelry business.
Mr. and Mrs. Clary left this morn
ing on the California Limited for
J. M. CUNNlNaHAM.lPretldent,
Cloudcroft, N. M., where they will
Surplun
Oapltml Pld ln
These Prices Are Interesting
,
h FRANK SPR1NQEH, Vic Pratldent,
spend their honeymoon, thence going
tao,ooo.oa
$100,000.00
,
D.T.HOSKINS, CMblr,;
to El Paso, to reside.
25c
5 lbs. Chick Food
Among the
guests pres8 lbs. Siberian Millet Seed..... 25c
'
ent at the ceremony were Mr. and
;i
! .
.yjMll'p n
f,u.,.,
25c
10 lbs. Mexican Corn....
Mrs. J. van Houten of Raton; Mr. and
International Lice Killer...... 25c
Tfme,f,.peposits
Mrs. C. C. Cunningham, and little son,
jToseph, of Springer; . Mrs. James A.
blck of El Paso, and Governor and
Mrs. William J. Mills.

and

v

a

QillC0Ok'5t0VC

Dr. H; L. POST

-

$5,-15-

i

Miss Futelites Don't you think
she's a wonderful actress?
Mr. Barnes Tormer Sure. Why, she
has been on the stage for 20 years
and hasn't had a divorce yet.
DESERVED IT

frank Itevell,

-

CMR.

The Occidental Fire Insurance Co.,

'

You Never Saw

n

CHICKEN GROW

1

Policeman Why did you throw that
joke writer out of the window?
Magazine Editor He came in nere
nd asked me'; if duck pants were
made out of feathers.
IT SURPRISED HIM.

.

LAS VEGAS HOSPITAL

if you have used

an MiguelNational Bank

Order By Phone

MUSI- JT WILL BE IN FORM OF A
APCALE, LOCAL TALENT
PROGRAM
ON
PEARING

For the TKmefit of the Las Vegas
Todies' ,r Home, as it. is
uoi
iiuepwa.
per,.mnniv called, a benefit
10-lent
will
be given by
formar.ee
on the evening of Tuesday, a una
affair will be a musicale. Sev
in
eral of toe most talented musicians
services
their
the city' have offered
rtm mroeram is sure to be an ex
twelve
cellent one. There will be
seof
readings,
numbers, censing
solos and
vocal
lections by Quartettes,
niflno and mandolin solos.
the
Everybody in Las Vegas knows Las
the
done
by
being
work
good
institution does
Vegas hospital. The
rnritv. At present its work
thft-lacis somewhat hampered by ,
aesire
who
Those
of funds.
than
the institution can do no better mu-Deneni
the
liberally
to patronize
announcements regardcaie.
and those who will
ing the. program
will be made later. TheUU1 llWifMW
ari..nifl hoard has charge of the
rangements.
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n
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'. Interest, Paid on

t,
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PLACE

Pearce, Chicago, IXL, tour manager;
Professor V. E. M. Hackieman, In
dianapolls, InU special conductor ot
convention music;- - Rev. L. R. Cook,
Hutchinson, Kan.; L W. GilL Wichita,
Kan.,' member adult department committee: Mlsa Lily Farris, Cincinnati,
O.,' editor of "Elemenatry Helps"; Mrs.
W. C. Pearce of the Home department
of Sunday school work; Rev. H. 3.
Harriss, Mount Morriss, N Y, special
representative of the World's Sunday
school association of South America;
O. L. Blnkford, New York City, business manager Thomas Nelson and
Sons' Bible house; Rev. I. W. Gowen,
Weehawken, N. J.; W. M. McCoy,
Mountainair, N. M.; general secretary
of the New Mexico Sunday School association; Dr. S. A. Wilson, Chicago,
111., for many years
superintendent of
the Woodlawn Methodist Sunday school
Miss Mollle Hughes, Independence,
Mo.; J. E. Holly, Everett, Kan.; Mrs.
L. B. Knight,
Chicago," 111.; Mrs.
Daity, Colorado; Mrs. I. W. Gowen,
Weehawken. N. J.; Mrs. S. A. Wilson,
Chicago, 111.; Miss Sue Reuter, Nash-- 1
ville, 111; N. S. Scott, Winona, Ind.;
teacher of "men's Bible class; S. L.
Iinois, member executive committee
Wright, Chicago, 111.; A. H .Mills, II- of the Sunday School association; E.
W. Otey, Arkansas. Bible teacher

hundred-

-

BENEFIT1SD0N FOR

PLIGHTING

loir

C.

IS THE BRIDE OF.
MR.

8,

III

VERY WONDERFUL

o

'

CI

PERSONALS.:

OPTIC THURSDAY,. JUNE

Dickson Yes, they asked Jawls
wife to say a few words at the Buf-fragette meeting.
Wickson Of course she refused.
Dickson Why, no, she accepted.
Wickson I didn't suppose anybody
lived who, would dare to limit Jawly'B
wife to'a teW words.

PITAVAL SEES THE POPE
Rome, June 8. The Pope today gave

a private audience to Most Rev. John
Baptist Pltaval, archbishop of Santa
Fe, New Mexico.

'

Statement of the
COMMERCIAL

UNION ASSURANCE

COMPANY LIMITED
There are 'bathing costumes of many
Of London.
colors, ,but the' favorite shade cjf the Assets
17, 490, SOS. 'ii
1b
tan.
small boy
Liabilities
4,861,967.71
;
2,628,841.61
Surplus
January 1, 1911.
Whn a widow makes up her mind to
J. F. EDMOXDS, .....
marry a struggling young man 'his
Resident Secretary.
uxvivaa.
are
struggles

Your Money Draws
as

For Friday, June 8

the figures keep piling up
so itudoes, and
looks quite artistic.

California Head Lettuce.
Las Cruces Sugar Peas.
Beets and Carrots.
Kohlrabi and Turnips.
Leek and Oyster Plants,
New Potatoes and Dried Onions.

Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh

Draws
Interest
Money
' You do
'
'

1

,'

..
..

CHAS.

I

ffih

it really

ROSENTHAL

.,

;
'vf

OPPOSITE THE '
WELLS-FAROCO. OFFICE
r

Ess

the depositing and we
at this savings bank,
do the figuring,' as interest accumulates. An account
opened today is better than one opened tomorrow.
Commencement time is now.

--

;:KLas vegas savings baiik
'

0
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Estray Advertisement
Notice ta hereby given to whom it THE
LOBBY
FIFTY DAYS' FAST FOR LOVE
nay concern that the following de-SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
crlbed estray animal was taken up by
Charming Brunette of Loa Angeles A. S.
J, McKandlea. Negra, N. M.
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
BEST
THE
Cures Malady 8o That 8h Can
One sorrel horse about 6
Marry Man of Choice.
or 7 years old, weight about 1,000 lbs.
Loa Angeles, Cel. Miss Josephine about 15 hands high.
a
I
Branded
Oilman, a charming brunette, ended
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS:
she
that
60
of
days
fast
remarkable
On left Jaw
for
food
ate
and
undertook for lore,
Branded
J
the first time. She fasted under the
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
brothers always welcome to the
On left hip
Tan
direction of the famous Doctor
Said animal being unknown to this
W. O. Wood,
A. M. Regular comwreav
aacheTh;
wigwam.
mat
a
overcome
malady
to
ner,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
munication first and
David Flint, chief of records and
ened her life and had prevented her before June 18, 1911. said date being 10
third Thursday In each
marriage.
collector of wampum.
after last appearance of this ad
At the end of her fast without any daye
month. Visiting broth,
sold
will
be
said
vertisement
estray
Via A tint nr Antra lulce and water, she
era cordially Invited. B. P. O. ELKS Meeta second and
thin Board for the benefit of the
.nriehtlv. and declared that by
owner when found.
H. Stapp. W. M.; Chas. H.
William
left
had
disease
of
fourth Tuesday evening of each
the last vestige
TATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Sporleder, Secretary,
her. By her side was her nance,
N. M.
Albuquerque.
month at O. R. C. hall Visiting
recovery and helping First pub. May 27, last pub. June 8, H.
mh
she
Brothers
are cordially invited. O.
dishes
VEGAS
LAS
NO.
2,
COMMANDERY,
her plan the temporary
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D W
would eat. while Miss Gilman declared
KNIGHTS
TEMPLAR
Regto the
Estray Advertisement
there no longer was any bar
conciaV6 "econd Tues-J-"Notice Is hereby given ta whom it
Condon, Secretary
bells.
the
of
wedding
ringing
concern
the
that
may
in
following
each month at Maday
Helen
Miss
was
a
sister.
With them
animal was taken up bv sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
F. O. . Meets first and third Tues- mimon who voluntarily tasted for 30 Juan deestray
4
J. Vasquez, Chacon, N. M.
Optic's Number, Main 2.
effect
the
see
S. C: Chas. Tamme. Re
tha familv could
day evenings each month, at FraOne cow, about 6 years
whether
corder.
of the treatment and Judge
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
ner old, red with white back.
'
the cure was too dangerous lor
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVERBrothers cordially invited to attend.
A
Branded
to
attempt
frail sister Josephine
TISEMENTS
VEGAS
LAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
B. F.' McGulre. President: E. C.
On left ribs
"I just lost all desire for food." said
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Ward, Secretary.
Said animal being unknown to this
Five cent per line each Insertion. Miss Josephine. "At first I was afraid
convocation first Monday
t mieht be awfully hungry, but as Board, unless claimed by owner on or.
Estimate six ordinary words to a
on before June 18, 1911, said date
in each month at Ma- KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
being 10
the days wore on I began to look
line. No ad to occupy less space than things to eat as something that was days after last appearance of this adsonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
two lines. All advertisements charg apart from me and in which I had no vertisement, raid estray will be sold
H.
m.
A.
J.
Rutledge,
Thursday in O.' R. C. hall. Pioneer
to share. At first I was weak by this- Board for tbe benefit of
d will be booked at space
P.; Chas. H. Sporleder,
building. Visiting members are coractually and did want the good things I saw
when found.
set, without regard to number of u
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
desire
dially invited.' W. R. Tipton, O.K.;
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Estray Advertisement
Meets every Monday evening at
naa
men
i
at the piano and
Notice is hereby given to whom !t
in Masonic Temple. Mrs.
practiced
days
hall on Sixth street- - All visittheir
WANTED Dressmaking and plain mv earden to look after, and between nay concern that the following
M.
Matron;
Worthy
brethren
Agnes
some
Trip,
ing
was
cordially Invited to atanimal
and
taken
cooking
up
doing
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by
duties
estray
Tllden ave.
sewing.
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S.
N.
M.
in
tend.
Carl
M.
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my
B.
the
Thomas
of
Cimarron,
Chase,
put
Wertz, N. G.; A.
family,
Bowen, Worthy Patron;
for the rest
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
One bay horse about 8 years old,
time."
A.
Mrs.
Minerva
Howell, Secretary.
WANTED Good cook. 725 6th st.
Secretary; W. E. Critee, treasurer;
weight about 800 lbs.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
C- - V.
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Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
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unless
owner
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Monday eve
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Auto end Machine Co.
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as you did The' last time!
"I'm sorry. Daphne," Harry told her.
"I know you have a right to think
harshly of me."
"A right!" he said, scornfully.
"I know," he confessed, "that you
think I treated you shabbily."
"Shabbilyr she sniffed. "Tou only
call H shabby to ask me to go to a
ball game, and leave me under an
awning In a pouring rain and that's
the last I see of you In two whole,
long, weary years!"
'
Harry squirmed.
"1 guess that wasn't
right, Dapbne,"
he acknowledged.
"You said you were going for a
cab," she accused him.
Harry jumped up suddenly.
"I'll go and get you one now," he

HE
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SYNOPSIS.

offered.

Daphne stopped him with a steely
glance, and demanded:
"Where's that hat I sent here?"
Harry stared at her for the moment
with utter blankness. Then It slowly
filtered through his brain that she was
the milliner to whom Mrs. Blazes
had telephoned. Daphne misinterpreted his stare for one of admiration,
and with a remarkable Imitation of
shyness, she asked:
"Do you think my new gown Is becoming, really?"
"It's a beaut," Harry Informed her.
"It's a beaut. How do you get it on?
With a shoe born?"
"There you go again!" Daphne said,
accusingly. "You were always so full
of sarcasm that you acted sour. I
want that hat I sent over here."
"You ne'ver sent any hat here."
"Yes, I did. A yellow hat, trimmed
with red popples. It was a duplicate
of an Imported model that I Bold to
one of my best patrons."
"I've heard of that hat," Harry
mused. Then he said, brightly: "Why,
you're not the renowned Mile.
Daphne, the milliner,. are you?"
"None other," preened Daphne.
"You see, I have risen to fame and
achieved my ambitions, while you
have been content to remain In obscurity."
"To my sorrow,"
Harry replied,
"that is too true, Daphne. But about
the hat, I really know nothing of It
There must be a mistake."
"It came here, all right," Daphne
replied. "The party who got it
wouldn't give his name. He just gave
this number."
"Well, I wlah such a hat were here.
The messenger must have taken It to
the wrong house. Now, Daphna, 1
want just such a hat as that, and I'll
pay you a good price for it"
Daphne shook her head judicially,
and fluttered her hands as though she
had been asked to pluck a few stars
from the sky.
"I can't make another," she said.
"There aren't any more like the original. I had two models, but they're
one. One I sold to Mrs.
both

CHAPTEIt I. Harry 8wlfton Is mn.
ning aiong in bis auto, hi
thmiKhts
' nappy anticipation or a com
Ing visit from hit fiancee.
Lucy Medders. i
vuaneress, who nursed him when he wa
injured In an auto accident out In the
mind taken off of hi. iur- rou rulings jms
Dy these
thought he
crashes Into anotherpleasant
auto containing a
count ana a beautiful
woman,
u ne woman's hat la riilnH
AhAnmin.i
dly Harry thrusts the re'mnanu of the
pocaei ana makes hla escape.
CHAPTER II. Carolyn. Harrys sister.
Prim-"T.arrives to play hostess. Socrates
"IJstant relative of
arrives
with a hat intended as aLucy's,
to
Lucv.
Is trailed to his homegift
Hurry
by the German
count and

th.

lady of

th.

damaged

v.HArTER ITI. Who, It develops, Is
Mrs. General Biases. She lsln
distraction lest her husband should hear of her
declar.-She
that her milliner
fcapade.
ii'iu tier a duplicate of the ruined hat had
been delivered
to Hurry's
we.
to her demands for tha hat Harry Insists that ha knnwa nnrtilnir iNtm
It. Lucy Madders and her father arrive
na me c"ount la secreted In the library
and Mrs. Biases In Harry's bedroom.
CHAPTER IV. Lucy prefesas curiosity
regarding the room In which Mrs. Biases
Is hidden and Harry la forced to do some
fancy lying.

'..

1

CHAPTER V.
Unannounced, there entered the room
a slender woman, whose face was halt
hidden by a huge, flopping, bushel-baske- t
type of hat, the brim of which
was draped with flaunting, flapping
lace, and from whose crown lifted into
the alp a gorgeous array of feathers
and ribbons and- - flowers. A tight-fittingown, with the skirt so hobbled
that her steps were painfully mincing,
encased her form, and from behind
her drifted the most remarkable train
that ever was. She tottered in on
d
shoes and peered
her
about the place-- with a mingling ol
coyness and assurance that was aniaz
lng. Harry looked up, saw her, and
groaned. Then he lapsed back furth
er Into the chair and mentally gave
himself up to the inevitable with tlie
words:
"Ye gods! Daphane Daflinston!"
'
She looked him over coolly, and
said:
,
"You!"
He nodded his head weakly. Things
had been piling themselves up too
for him to b able to face the
situation with any assurance whatever.
"After all these years!" she exclaimed. "To And you at last Where
have you been all this time?"
"Oh" confusedly "I've been here
and there first at home and then
away off."
"Well," she said, pursing her Hps
determinedly, "you're away off If you
thipiyQ3ca,B shake jne .as easily now
high-heele-

pose of a tragedy queen.
"Aha!" she said. In denunciatory
tones. "So you're up to your old
tricks, are you?"
Harry wilted at that, and ooulo
make no sufficient reply.
"Well." Daphne decided. "Ill make
you the hat on one condition. Til
get It finished this afternoon, provided
that you and I just our two little
selves shall have one of our old time
coiy, comfy dinners tonight."
Harry was aghast This was too
much. The more he tried to get out
of his trouble the more new troubles
'
were Invented for him.
"Daphne," he said. "I I simply
can't do that"
"Two years ago," Daphne reminded
him, "you would have Jumped at the
chance to have the dinner, and never
have bothered about the hat"
"I know, but. Daphne, It la impossible. You see, these guests will he
here, and I can't be away when I
should be entertaining them."
"They won't miss you," Daphne
said, cruelly. "You're not ao very entertaining."
"I know It and I'm at my worst today. So." with a hopeful cadence In
hla voice, "you get me the hat and
we'll have that little dinner aouie other evening."
"No dinner tonight, m bat today,"
waa Daphne's ultimatum, Mrhpu from
the
somewhere in the Iwm
to
voices of Lucy aud Carol?
Harry.
"Great Scott!" ha imiltrtt "Thl
thing's gettlnit wor! Thoy
see you here."
"Who are
, "They?" Daphne
they?"
"One is tny elater; U othfr is tha
other girl."
"Oh, goodness, Harry!" Daphne almost wept "I didn't mean to get you
into trouble. Hide me, htde me!
Heavens! If there should be any talk
about uc just when my millinery
business is doing so nicely. You
ought to be ashamed to allow an innocent girl to take such chances as
this."
But Harry was hurrying her toward
the library door. At first he had unconsciously started her toward the
other one, but halted, remembering
that Mrs. Blazes was there. He mutely directed her to go Into the library,
and then said in a hasty whisper:
"Don't pay any attention to the
man in there. Just hide yourself In
there a few minutes, and I'll get tha
girls to go back downstairs on some

tml't

atd.

pretext"

As the door closed on Daphne he
left the room and so he did not hear
from the library the voice of the
Count saying:
"Veil, py gracious! Liddle Daphne."
Nor the amazed tones of Daphne as
she exclaimed:
"Why, Count! What are you doing
here?"

Blazes"

"Mrs. Blazes!" Harry Interrupted.
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
"Yes." Daphne said, "Mrs. General
Blazes."
rlafry looked at the door of his Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly
room, expecting Mrs. Blazes to come
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was
forth and enter the discussion. What
kidney trouble for many
construction Daphne might put on bothered"Iwith
was persuaded to try Fol-le- y
years.
In
his
her presence, concealed.
house,
Remedy, and before takhe feared to Imagine. This, coupled ing ItKidney
three days I could feel Its benewith his old flirtation with Daphne, ficial effects. The pain left my hack,
and her senslstlvely jealous disposi my kidney action cleared up, and I
tion, would be sure to make things am so much better. I do not hesitate
unpleasant for him. And, further, It to recommend Foley Kidney Remhe learned that Lucy was here, and edy." O. G. Scahefer and Red Cross
discovered his fondness for Lucy, he Drug Co.
knew mighty well what sort of a row
MENTAL ACCURACY
she would kick up. He trembled at
the thought Daphne saw hla trepiGreatly Improved by Leaving Off
dation.
Coffee
"Why?" she asked. "What Is Mrs.
Blazes to you?"
cream
extensive
of
aa
Tha manager
"Nothing," Harry said, fervently.
ry In WU. states that while a regular "Absolutely nothing."
to
cvilm drinker, lie found it Injurious
"Well, you acted queer. You albin liRiUi aud a hindrance! to the per- ways did act queer" Daphne said.
fonnuiH'fi of his business duties.
"Anyway, the other hat was sent
1 , V t UV
"It impaired my dilation, gave mei here, and I want to get it" assured
Isn't here," Harry
a distressing daiwe ot fuJlneaa la the! "But It
her. 'Tf it were, I wouldn't let you
mo:
a
o
causing
the
sUuia'.u,
royiou
I want one like It my7
of have it, because
painful and uiwiuistin: paipicatioa
self. Can't you make one for me?"
mat
is
,
it
wliat
and
tiio heart,
"1 might," Daphne said, assuming
dlud my menial faculties ao a to se- the coy air that she fancied to be so
my busmen rfaeieac7. irresistible. "Why do you want a hat?
riously 1111111
"I finally concuded tliat something la It for your sister?"
You see, It's this
ua
"No, Daphne.
would have to be done, I quit
I I'm to have a guest two
GUV and be?arv to drink: way.
short
ot coffe,
A young ladv I'm greatly ln- r ostum. Tia eoott didn't make It right guests.
didn't boil it long enough,
.t first-s- lie
find It palatable nJ
not
di
I
and
went back- - to coffee
and
nam
It
quit
trouble again.
atomafth.
and to the
-Then my wife too' tie matter in
the directions
hand, and by folio-wifaithfully, & nad me
or. th
rap-Idl-
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forested In you see, it has been so
long since we parted that I am sure
you have forgotten me and so well,
this young lady is to visit my sister,
and well, I've got to get that hat"
'Is the hat for her?" Daphne asked.
on."
Interestedly.
new
A
letterT
Ever read tha above
"No," Harry blundered. "Ifa for
They another
woman."
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yean known as Best, Safest. Always Reliable
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging
First class work
and best of materials is my
motto. Estimates cheerful'
ly given.

H. T. Davis
Phone Main 357.

ANT Ads
Are Bet

Market Finders

Classified ads. search out the people to whom amonjr all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
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Sa.n Francisco
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FINAL LIMIT, SEPTEMBER 15, 1911
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verse. Meals and sleeper free while at sea

LOS ANGELES

S 55.50

saBanBHsaaaBaiH
44
The Old Reliable"
Brews will come and brews will go

or

One Way, Via

Seattle
Portland SanorFrancisco
or the

ON SALE June 5, 6.

One way via

Las Vegas

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRANUU
A

F

TradeM.rk.
Don't accept
any substitute.

LOS ANGELES

Cottle? only with cork

NOT A DAY IN BED
Gramllng. S. C la a letter from
Gramllng, Mrs. Lula Walden aaya: "I
was so weak before I began taking
Cardul, that It tired me to walk Just
a little. Since taking it, I do an the
housework for my family of nine, and
have not been In bed a day. Cardul
la the greatest remedy for women, on
earth." Weak women need Cardul.
It Is the Ideal woman's tonic, because
it is especially adapted for women's
needs. It relieves backache, head,
ache, dragging feelings, and other feA few
male misery. Try Cardul.
doses will show you what it can do
for you. It may be Just what you
want.

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper) want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery land furniture, ,' articles of usefulness of any
MOTHER GRAY'S
sort, and musical instruments.
SWEET POWDERS
FOR CHILDREN,
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
A OertatnRelief forFpverlRhnen,
lleaflarhei
'onHtipntion,
Mloinat'h Trouble., Teething
possible sorts of things, they have come to behe finders of the
i o r d er h, .nd
II en troy
U'nniiM. They Rrenk tin fold.
best markets!
in 24 boars. At all Prujraiata, 2icu.
Samplp mailed FRKK. Adrirtte.
A. S. OLMSTED, Le Roy, N.Y. E3SFSS3SS3ESS2

The Very Highest Point

lasting Qualify,

next a new emotional play entitled
"The Moral Code."
Laura Moore, who has been with
Fiancla Wilson four years, has decided to enter the vaudeville field.
Madge Leasing has recently appeared In Berlin in a new operetta entiled
"His Majesty Amuses Himself."
A stock company in Indiana has introduced ve'ideville features as fillers
between ,the acts of the performances.
The noted team of Russian dancers,
Pavlowa and Mordkin, will return next
season for another extensive American tour.
Louise Rudder, widely known as the
leading lady with William Gillette, ha3
teen married to a wealthy English
brewery owner.
Lee Arthur's play, "The Fox," which
U' now successfully running In Chicago, is- to have a New York production
early in September.
Jack Terry, a nephew of Ellen Ter-rrwho has been playing "The Scarlet Pimpernel," last season, has decided to go into vaudeville.
Jane Gray has been engaged for the
the regular stock company at Elith's
GardenB, Denver, and will open there
about the middle of this month.
DeWitt C. Jennings has been
by the Authors' Producing company for his orglnlal role of Giles Raymond in "The Gamblers" next season.
"The Price," in which Helen Ware
la to star next season, will open In
New York in September. Jesse Ralph
has been engaged for one of the prominent parts.
iBrael Zangwlll's new play is scheduled for production in New York next
autumn, with Marsaret Anglln as star
"The Next Religion" will be the title
of the play.
It Is reported that Edward Sheldon,
author of "The Boss" and "Salvation
Nell" is writing plays for Margaret.
Anglln, for Dorothy Donnelfy and for
the New Theatre.
Among the plays to be presented by
Miss Grace George and the Playhouse
company In New York next season,
will he Lord Lytton's "Money." The
part of Alfred Evelyn will be played
ty a well known English actor who
Has been engaged as leading man.

I

vanishbut Budweiser goes on forever
"Ye Gods! Daphna Daffingtonl"

Smaller Feet

HI1-m- s,

Sow we have no

t&l Improvement ha come relief
of fullnes
from the owresalve
that used
heart
the
of
and p!&Atln
a gain
such
I
note
o.
run
to
and aculeness that
Is wKUt
I tan attend to ray office work with
ease acd pleasure and without making
so annoying to
tie ml .tak that werecoffee.
w while I wa using
"ivmtorn U the greatest table drink
of the time, in my humble estimation." Name given y Postum Co.,
Ualtle Crek, Mich.
Bead the little bok. "The Road to
WtllvllW in V'& "There's a Rea

vita

111
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Warranty' Deeds
Juan Martinez y Baca to Salomon Sore
Feet, Tender Feet and Swollen
Martinez, October 17, 1910, land at Rin-co- n
Feet Cured Every Time. TI2
de la Tablazon.
Consideration
Makes Sore Feet Well No
$55.
Matter What Alls Them.
Board of Trustees Las Vegas grant
tc Mrs. Juanita G. de Martinez, April
3, 1911. tract No. 1, 122.2 acres; tract
No. 2, 113.7 acres In Las Vegas grant.
Ellen G. White to Rosalie Rogers,
May1 1911, Ludeman property East Las
Vegas, N. M. Consideration Jl.
F. Perez de Escudero et als to Salo
mon Montano et ux. May 31, 1911, 2
lots Nos. 4 and 5. on Pacific street.
Consideration 300.
L. Rivera et ux to Chas. Ilfeld, December 21,. 1910, 160 acres In San MiConsideration $1.
guel potinly.
Hoar dof trustees Las Vegas grant
to Arthur C. Ilfeld, et als., April 3,
1911, land on sccnlo highway.
ltnnrd of trustees Las Vegas grant
to Max Nordhaus April 3, 1911, land
with
Everyone who Is troubled
In I,ns Vegas grant at Trout Springs.
or
tender
swollen
sore,
feet
eweaty,
Mnrlnno Casados and Louis Cohn to
Louis Cohn and John Peters, April 19, feet smelly feet, corns, callouses or
ISfil, lnnd at Pecos, San Miguel coun- bunions can quickly make their feet
ty.
well now. Here Is Instant telief and
C, W. Snmmerlln to Emma M.
a lasting permanent remedy It's callMay 26, 1911, lots 24 and 25 bik.
ed TIZ. TIZ makee sore feet well
9 ltaynolds and Harrolda addition. Con
and swollen feet are quickly reduced
sideration $1,
to their natural size. Thousands of
Quit Claim Deeds
George H. Hunker et ux to Juanita ladies have been able to wear shoes
G. de Martinez, May 26, 1911, 130.4
a full size smaller with perfect comSanguljuela allotment. Consideration fort.
1.
It's the only foot remedy ever
illiam White to Rosalie Rogers, June
made which acta on the principal of
1, 1911, Ludeman home.
Consideradrawing out all the poisonous exuda
tion $1.
PowArthur C. Ilfeld to Max Nordhaus, tiona which cause sore feet
ders and other remedies merely clog
April 20, 1911, land near scenic high-up the pores. TIZ cleanses
them
ay. Consideration $1.
out and keepa them clean. It works
Thomas Ross et ux to Arthur C. Iloff. You will feel better the
feld, September 5, 1905 Interest In right
first
time it's used. Vse it a
very
Trout Springs.
,
John Peters to Martin Kozlowskl, week and you can forget you ever
had sore feet. There is nothing on
March 1, 1858, land at Pecos. Considearth that can compare with It. TIZ
eration 400.
Is for sale at all druggists 25 cents
per box or direct if you wish from
Warning to Railroad Men
Walter
Luther Dodge & Co., Chicago,
Har-onR S
11 Bast St., Bath Me.,
pnds out this warning to railroaders: III. For sale by all druggists.
"A conductor on the railroad,
my
work caused a chronic Inflammation
if the kidneys, and I was miserable
and all played out. A friend advised
Foley Kidney Pills and from the day
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
com men ed taking them, I began to
inflammaThe
my
strength.
regain
tion cleared and I am far better than
have been for twenty years. The
Lew Fields has a new musical play
weakness and dizzy spells are a thing
of fhif tnst and I highly recommend called "The Singing Teacher."
Koley Kidney Pills." O. G. Seuhefer
Edmund Breese Is to he starred In a
.
.i:d Red Cross Drug Co.
new piece called "A Man of Honor."
William Faversham will star next
A Maine Record.
season
under his own management.
I
to
can
claim
safely lay
"I think
Rose Stahl is to visit London next
having hauled more wood into Rowland than any other one man," says Eastern season with her play, "Maggie
Otis Tolman of Rockville. "I have Pepper."
been at it sixty years, hauling an avome- Perclval Knight, theEnglish
erage of 200 loads a year with an av- dian, is shortly to make his American
erage of seven feet to the load. I oebut in vaudeville.
brougEt my first load Into town behind
Arthur Hammersteln will produce
a pair of steors in 1850 and sold It to
the late S. H. Burpee for two dollar
a cord."
Kennebec Journal.

MP1

bo,

Use

or

TACOMA,

WASH.
Via Denver and

For the Round Trip

Salt Lake

or Denver and
Tickets on Sale June 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22
FINAL

RETURN LIMIT SEPTEMBER 15,

TICKETS ARE FIRST CLASS

GOOD

1911

Billings

$55.50

FOR STOPOVERS IN FJTIIER DIRECTION

Further Particulars Cheerfully Given at Ticket Office.

D. L. BATCDELOR,

Agent- -

'

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

8

"local
EXTRA FANCY

NEWS

f

i ......

Sunkist Upland

j

McCormick Binders and Mowers

At

NONE BETTER MADE

Greenberger's

Pork sausage and"eggsfor break
fast at White Kitchen. The place
. 'J
nat u clean.

()

Lunch every morning at

()

16

Ml-- ""

o'clock

i

Hart, Schaffner & Marx

The Greater Lag Vegas band will
hold lis regular rehearsal tonight in
the Armory. All members are requested to be present promptly at 8
o'clock.

fresh shipment just in

FINE CLOTHING

LUDWIG WH. ILFELD, Agent
PHONE MAIN 379

Tony Faust
nt the Opera Bar, and is one of the
finest draught beers served over any
bar in the city.

Your Get in Your Spring Suit

draught beer is on tap

From 40c to 60c a Dozen

r

r,

The Knights of Columbus will hold
WISE, ALL RIGHT
meeting this
esVictor Lucero, Jr., applied yesterday evening in the O. R. C. ball. It is
a
be
desired
there
that
good
pecially
afternoon at the court house for $2
as bounty on the hide of one wild cat attendance of the members.
killed by him recently near Los
There will be a regular meeting of
Las Vegas camp No. 13,779 tomorrow
Firch's Golden Wedding Kye. aged night at 8 oclock at W. O. W. hall on
Sixth street There will be several
In the wood. Direct from distillery
initiations
and other important busito you. At the Lobby, of courae.
ness transacted and the attendance
of all members is especially desired.
Dawson's baseball aggregation costs
are
month.
The
invited
a
fans
$1,500
You cannot afford to be without an
to call around at Amusement park Satelectric
iron. We can supply you
If
urday and Sunday afternoon and see
it is worth $1,200 more than the Ma- with one. Get our proposition. Las
roons. The latter say they may make Vegas Light and Power company.
the Dawson boys look something like
It cost James Diunlap, colored, a .Mr. Wise Where's the man that
two-bit- s
plus 6c.
track my wife where is he?
messenger boy for the Western Union
Bystander What'll you do If you
for
$3.50
riding find him?
Always get the best at Nolette's Telegraph company,
his bicycle On the sidewalk last night
Mr. Wise Introduce him to my
barber shop.
Dunlap was arrested and spent the mother-in-law- .
t
in Jail. This morning Police
Judge Clarene J. Roberts has ap- night
DIDN'T CARE TO BE DONE
D. R. Murray assessed a fine
pointed the following citizens of San Judge
the
He
remitted
against
the
boy.
Miguel county as Jury commissioners
for the ensuing year to select the fine but required the payment of the
names of 700 citizens of the county costs.
qualified for Jury service: ' Jose Felix
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
Esqulbel of San Geronlmo, Jose Maria Baca of Upper Las Vegas, and at the Opera Bar. Served from barDr. J. M. Cunnigham of East Las rels on the bar.
Vegas.
Positively no camping, rishing or
C.
Old Orow sold over the bar at hunting fallowed on our ranch.
W. and F. J. Wesner. ,
Long's Buffet

AT

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

FOR 30 DAYS
FOR

Our Pride Flour
$1.30 per Sack

I

pasi
CO!li

Aut

Every Sack Guaranteed

FOR
bod
wa

ave
FOR

Las Vegas

,

Jdb-

Roller Mills

Proposed plans for the new home for
Las Vegas Elk's lodge are beginning to arrive from the architects and
are being considered by the building
committee of the lodge. E. W. Hart
of Las Vegas presented his drawings
to the committee las night. W. M.
Rapp, the Trinidad architect, is in the
city and expects to present his plans
tonight. An architect from El Paso
expects to be here this evening and
present his drawings for an
club home. The committee and Exalted Ruler George H. ' Hunker will consider all the plans carefully before
making their recommendations to the
lodge. After the adoption of the plans
it will be bujt a short time until the
contract is let and work is begun.

-

Phone Main 131
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First Rational Bank

FOR
Al
FOR

Las Vegas, New Mexico

bat

Fi

Sixth Street

JEFFERSON REYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

FOR
lig

..

Sunday,

TO

.

OPEN

NOW

US

Our window will convince you
that we have what you need.
LOS
da

T!

brig

the

dige

wor
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The Karefui Klothing Kleaning Ko.
614 Lincoln Avenue
Phone Vegas 450
j4

druj

.

5

No,

For the Best Meats, Kansas City or

No.1
I

Now Is an Ideal Time
We are offering: some fine, stylishly framed pictures at rediculously
low prices

From 25c to $2.00

J.

Native, call at the

No.

curtains

Nol
no.;

GRAAF &

PEANUT BUTTER.
FANCY
WAFERS AND
CRACKERS,
'"
.,"
GRAPE
'
GINGER bVL.'.
ROOT BEER.'
FRUITS, CIGARS, ETC.

GO ALAN D WOOD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

ing this spring. The usage they
have received and the dust
they have absorbed during the
winter, makes them unfit to
hang the entire summer. Send
your curtains to us, when you
take them down and you will
be pleasantly surprised by their
appearance when we return
them. We wash them clean,
without damaging them; we
starch them Just stiff enough
to drape right and hold their
shape, and we dry them perfectly Bquare, even and the exact size as when sent us.

Anthracite

CUT ROSES

i
1

First Playwright

What

are you

working on now?
dramatisSecond PlaywrightI'm
ing the Congressional Record.

No.!
No.
No..

and SWEET PEAS
LONG STEMS

we have todav.

No.'

or Phone Main 16 17 - 18
;

Store Phono

462

am

Wood and Kindling

Coal-Sa- wed

Don't Borrow Your
Neighbor's Paper-Subscr- ibe
Today for
&e Optic and Have
One of Your Own

Try It

RETAIL PRICES

Rat.

A

,

20e per 108 lbs.
25o per 100 lbs.
SOo per 100 lbs.
40o per 100 lbs.
SOo per 100 lbs.

CtOMPANY

Harvesters, Stofer'S "and bistributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
v
.

BOUCHER'S

PfGQiQtOSG

COFFEE
AT

I1NE ItOWERS

&. Sbn
OniO'n
ch Phono Main 276
Main

Pefr y

sizes-Ste-

21

USE

t

no.-

No--

Coal, all

AGUA PUB

We want to call your attention to tne Extra Quality of the

HPirffi llARKET

Homo."

Screened and Lump Raton CerrlHog

Fresh Boasted
t

of

2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
50 lbs. to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Les, Than 60 lbs., Esh Delivery

No.
No,
No

1

then come

EN & SON
JOHNS
tho
Fumlaker

C.

"Complete

and

PURE THINGS TO EAT.

Guarantee of Satisfaction

Embellish Your Home With a Few

Phone Main81.

3. H. STEARNS

and Michaels Stern.

GREEN BERG ER

JUrc!:'

No.

& Co.,

Both from the Manufacturer and From

stuffed.)

t'h

Ederhelmer, stein

We cover Each Sale with an ABSOLUTE

CHIPPED BEEF.
DEVILED HAM.
LOBSTER.
SHRIMP.
PICKLES.
OLIVES (Green, ripe

.

& Marx,

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

CHICKEN LOAF.
POTTED BEEF.
LUNCH TONGUE.

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

Jial

Especially True when you get

need launder-

You'll Like Our Work.

SWIFT'S PREMIUM HAMS.
POTTED CHICKEN.

DRY CLEANING

m

Schaffner

Your Curtains
This Spring
Your

HARVEY'S

Is

the Latest Productions from such Reliable Manufacturers as Hart,

Let us Launder

PICNIC LUNCH
COME

rare Combination Indeed and this

(

DAYS

Qeneral Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

he

reg-

ular subscriptions of the fans and will
make an effort to raise it tomorrow.
In view of the good showing being
Howell He does everything in his
made by the team the association
power
should find no difficulty in getting the
Powell Then I'm glad (that I'm nof
money. The amount is less than $100. in his power.
There are a number of fans .who are
able to assist in financing the team
wKp have not been asked to contribute. They should plan to produce 0
pleasant smile and place a signature
on the subscription list when it is presented to them. The Maroons are in
good shape for the games Saturday

ar.d

united with High Quality and plenty of Style Is a

.

FOR YOUR

A

FOI

the

Economy,

Look in our window and see what these pictures are
in and buy what You want.

The baseball association still needs
a small amount in addition jto

g

First National Bank Building,

Quality and Style with Low Price

their regular business

This famous mountain resort is now
TOMORROW MORNING
ready for its 29th season. H. A. HarAny skirt in the store $8.50 to vey will welcome the guests as of old.
$11.00 regular price, for $4.75. Wide Miss Burnham will see to their comCorset Cover Embroidery 40c regu- fort and enjoyment. Terms as usual,
$10 per week. Carriage out each Wedlar, for 24c. Tomorrow only.
nesday and Saturday morning, return-inGraaf Dry Goods Co.
Tuesdays and Fridays; fare $1
Electric irons on 30 days trial. Las each way. Leave orders at Murphey's
drug store or Harris Real Estate
Vegas Light and Power company.

of

of

The" Home

Repairs for all Machines Made

at Long's Buffet

A
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TAUPER IT'S

JEWELER

OPTICIAN

